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Chapter 33

An Outline of the Social System [1961]
Talcott Parsons
Let us now turn to a more detailed discussion of our conception of a social system.
First, the concept of interpenetration implies that, however important logical closure
may be as a theoretical ideal, empirically social systems are conceived as open
systems, engaged in complicated processes of interchange with environing systems.
The environing systems include, in this case, cultural and personality systems, the
behavioral and other subsystems of the organism, and, through the organism, the
physical environment. The same logic applies internally to social systems, conceived
as differentiated and segmented into a plurality of subsystems, each of which must
be treated analytically as an open system interchanging with environing subsystems
of the larger system.
The concept of an open system interchanging with environing systems also
implies boundaries and their maintenance. When a set of interdependent phenomena shows sufficiently definite patterning and stability over time, then we can say
that it has a "structure" and that it is fruitful to treat it as a "system." A boundary means simply that a theoretically and empirically significant difference between
structures and processes internal to the system and those external to it exists and
tends to be maintained. In so far as boundaries in this sense do not exist, it is not
possible to identify a set of interdependent phenomena as a system; it is merged in
some other, more extensive system. It is thus important to distinguish a set of phenomena not meant to constitute a system in the theoretically relevant sense - e.g.,
a certain type of statistical sample of a population - from a true system.
Structural and Functional Modes of Analysis. Besides identifying a system in
terms of its patterns and boundaries, a social system can and should be analyzed in
terms of three logically independent - i.e., cross-cutting - but also interdependent,
bases or axes of variability, or as they may be called, bases of selective abstraction.
The first of these is best defined in relation to the distinction between "structural" and "functional" references for analysis. However relative these two concepts may be, the distinction between them is highly important. The concept of
structure focuses on those elements of the patterning of the system which may be
Talcott Parsons, "An Outline of the Social System," pp. 36-43, 44-7, 70-2 from Talcott
Parsons, Edward A. Shils, Kaspar D. Naegle, and Jesse R. Pitts (eds.), Theories of Society
(New York: Simon & Schuster, The Free Press, 1961).
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regarded as independent of the lower-amplitude and shorter time-range fluctuations
in the relation of the system to its external situation. It thus designates the features
of the system which can, in certain strategic respects, be treated as constants over
certain ranges of variation in the behavior of other significant elements of the theoretical problem.
Thus, in a broad sense, the American Constitution has remained a stable reference point over a period of more than a century and a half. During this time, of
course, the structure of American society has changed very greatly in certain
respects; there have been changes in legal terms, through legislation, through legal
interpretations, and through more informal processes. But the federal state, the division between legislative and executive branches of government, the independent
judiciary, the separation of church and state, the basic rights of personal liberty, of
assembly, and of property, and a variety of other features have for most purposes
remained constant.
The functional reference, on the other hand, diverges from the structural in the
"dynamic" direction. Its primary theoretical significance is integrative; functional
considerations relate to the problem of mediation between two fundamental sets of
exigencies: those imposed by the relative constancy or "givenness" of a structure,
and those imposed by the givenness of the environing situation external to the
system. Since only in a theoretically limiting case can these two be assumed to stand
in a constant relation to each other, there will necessarily exist a system of dynamic
processes and mechanisms.
Concepts like "structure" and "function" can be considered as either concrete
or analytical. Our present concern is with their analytical meaning; we wish to state
in a preliminary way a fundamental proposition about the structure of social systems
that will be enlarged upon later - namely, that their structure as treated within the
frame of reference of action consists in institutionalized patterns of normative
culture. It consists in components of the organisms or personalities of the participating individuals only so far as these "interpenetrate" with the social and cultural
systems, i.e., are "internalized" in the personality and organism of the individual. I
shall presently discuss the problem of classifying the elements of normative culture
that enter into the structure of social systems.
The functional categories of social systems concern, then, those features in terms
of which systematically ordered modes of adjustment operate in the changing relations between a given set of patterns of institutionally established structure in the
system and a given set of properties of the relevant environing systems. Historically,
the most common model on which this relationship has been based is that of the
behaving organism, as used in psychological thinking. Form this point of view, the
functional problem is that of analyzing the mechanisms which make orderly
response to environmental conditions possible. When using this model in analyzing
social systems, however, we treat not only the environment but the structure of the
system as problematical and subject to change, in a sense which goes farther than
the traditional behavior psychologist has been accustomed to go.
In interpreting this position, one should remember that the immediately environing systems of a social system are not those of the physical environment. They
are, rather, the other primary subsystems of the general system of action - i.e., the
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personalities of its individual members, the behaviorally organized aspects of the
organisms underlying those personalities, and the relevant cultural systems in so far
as they are not fully institutionalized in the social system but involve components
other than "normative patterns of culture" that are institutionalized.
"Dynamic" Modes of Analysis. The importance of the second basis or axis of
empirical variability, and hence of theoretical problem formulation, follows directly.
A fundamental distinction must be made between two orders of "dynamic" problems relative to a given system. The first of these concerns the processes which go
on under the assumption that the structural patterns of institutionalized culture are
given, i.e., are assumed to remain constant. This is the area of problems of equilibrium as that concept has been used by Pareto, Henderson, and others, and of
homeostasis as used by Cannon. The significance of such problems is directly connected with both the concept of system and the ways in which we have defined the
relation between structure and function.
The concept of equilibrium is a fundamental reference point for analyzing the
processes by which a system either comes to terms with the exigencies imposed by
a changing environment, without essential change in its own structure, or fails to
come to terms and undergoes other processes, such as structural change, dissolution as a boundary-maintaining system (analogous to biological death for the organism), or the consolidation of some impairment leading to the establishment of
secondary structures of a "pathological" character. Theoretically, the concept of
equilibrium has a normative reference in only one sense. Since the structure of social
systems consists in institutionalized normative culture, the "maintenance" of these
normative patterns is a basic reference point for analyzing the equilibrium of the
system. However, whether this maintenance actually occurs or not, and in what
measure, is entirely an empirical question. Furthermore, "disequilibrium" may
lead to structural change which, from a higher-order normative point of view, is
desirable.
The second set of dynamic problems concerns processes involving change in the
structure of the system itself. This involves, above all, problems of interchange with
the cultural system, however much these may in turn depend upon the internal state
of the social system and its relations to other environing systems. Leaving distinctions within the category of internal adjustive processes aside for the moment, one
can say that, with respect to its external interchanges, problems of equilibrium for
the social system involve primarily its relations to its individual members as personalities and organisms, and, through these, to the physical environment. Problems of structural change, on the other hand, primarily involve its relations to the
cultural systems affecting its patterns of institutionalized normative culture.
However fundamental the distinction between dynamic problems which do and
do not involve structural change may be, the great importance of an intermediate
or mixed case should be emphasized. This is the problem of change involving the
structure of subsystems of the social system, but not the over-all structural pattern.
The most important case in this category is that of processes of structural differentiation. Structural differentiation involves genuine reorganization of the system and,
therefore, fundamental structural change of various subsystems and their relations
to each other. Its analysis therefore presents problems of structural change for the
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relevant subsystems, but not in the same sense for the system as a whole. The problems involved concern the organization of the structural components of social
systems, particularly the hierarchical order in which they are placed. Further discussion will have to await clarification of these problems.
The Hierarchy of Relations of Control. The third of the three essential axes of
theoretical analysis may be defined as concerning a hierarchy of relations of control.
The development of theory in the past generation in both the biological and the
behavioral sciences has revealed the primary source of the difficulty underlying the
prominent reductionism of so much earlier thought. This was the reductionist tendency to ignore the importance of the ways in which the organization of living
systems involved structures and mechanisms that operated as agencies of control in the cybernetic sense of control - of their metabolic and behavioral processes. The
concept of the "behavioral organism" put forward above is that of a cybernetic
system located mainly in the central nervous system, which operates through several
intermediary mechanisms to control the metabolic processes of the organism and
the behavioral use of its physical facilities, such as the motions of limbs.
The basic subsystems of the general system of action constitute a hierarchical
series of such agencies of control of the behavior of individuals or organisms. The
behavioral organism is the point of articulation of the system of action with the
anatomical-physiological features of the physical organism and is its point of
contact with the physical environment. The personality system is, in turn, a system
of control over the behavioral organism; the social system, over the personalities of
its participating members; and the cultural system, a system of control relative to
social systems.
It may help if we illustrate the nature of this type of hierarchical relationship by
discussing the sense in which the social system "controls" the personality. There are
two main empirical points at which this control operates, though the principles
involved are the same in both cases. First, the situation in which any given individual acts is, far more than any other set of factors, composed of other individuals, not discretely but in ordered sets of relationship to the individual in point.
Hence, as the source of his principal facilities of action and of his principal rewards
and deprivations, the concrete social system exercises a powerful control over the
action of any concrete, adult individual. However, the patterning of the motivational system in terms of which he faces this situation also depends upon the social
system, because his own personality structure has been shaped through the internalization of systems of social objects and of the patterns of institutionalized culture.
This point, it should be made clear, is independent of the sense in which individuals are concretely autonomous or creative rather than "passive" or "conforming,"
for individuality and creativity are, to a considerable extent, phenomena of the institutionalization of expectations. The social system which controls the personality is
here conceived analytically, not concretely.
Control Relations within the Social System. The same basic principle of cybernetic hierarchy that applies to the relations between general subsystems of action
applies again within each of them, notably to social systems, which is of primary
concern here. The principle of the order of cybernetic priority, combined with
primacy of relevance to the different boundary-interchange exigencies of the system,
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will be used as the fundamental basis for classifying the components of social
systems. The relevance of this hierarchy applies, of course, to all the components
distinguished according to the first of our three ranges of variation, to structures,
functions, mechanisms, and categories of input and output.
The most strategic starting point for explaining this basic set of classifications is
the category of functions, the link between the structural and the dynamic aspects
of the system. I have suggested that it is possible to reduce the essential functional
imperatives of any system of action, and hence of any social system, to four, which
I have called pattern-maintenance, integration, goal-attainment, and adaptation.
These are listed in order of significance from the point of view of cybernetic control
of action processes in the system type under consideration.
The Function of Pattern-maintenance. The function of pattern-maintenance
refers to the imperative of maintaining the stability of the patterns of institutionalized culture defining the structure of the system. There are two distinct aspects of
this functional imperative. The first concerns the character of the normative pattern
itself; the second concerns its state of "institutionalization." From the point of view
of the individual participant in a social system, this may be called his motivational
commitment to act in accordance with certain normative patterns; this, as we shall
see, involves their "internalization" in the structure of his personality.
Accordingly, the focus of pattern-maintenance lies in the structural category of
values, which will be discussed presently. In this connection, the essential function
is maintenance, at the cultural level, of the stability of institutionalized values
through the processes which articulate values with the belief system, namely, religious beliefs, ideology, and the like. Values, of course, are subject to change, but
whether the empirical tendency be toward stability or not, the potentialities of disruption from this source are very great, and it is essential to look for mechanisms
that tend to protect such order - even if it is orderliness in the process of change.
The second aspect of this control function concerns the motivational commitment of the individual - elsewhere called "tension-management." A very central
problem is that of the mechanisms of socialization of the individual, i.e., of the
processes by which the values of the society are internalized in his personality. But
even when values have become internalized, the commitments involved are subject
to different kinds of strain. Much insight has recently been gained about the ways
in which such mechanisms as ritual, various types of expressive symbolism, the arts,
and indeed recreation, operate in this connection. Durkheim's analysis of the functions of religious ritual may be said to constitute the main point of departure here.
Pattern-maintenance in this sense plays a part in the theory of social systems, as
of other systems of action, comparable to that of the concept of inertia in mechanics. It serves as the most fundamental reference point to which the analysis of other,
more variable factors can be related. Properly conceived and used, it does not imply
the empirical predominance of stability over change. However, when we say that,
because of this set of functional exigencies, social systems show a tendency to maintain their structural patterns, we say essentially two things. First, we provide a reference point for the orderly analysis of a whole range of problems of variation which
can be treated as arising from sources other than processes of structural change in
the system, including, in the latter concept, its dissolution. Second, we make it clear
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that when we do analyze structural change we are dealing with a different kind of
theoretical problem than that involved in equilibration. Hence, there is a direct relation between the function of pattern-maintenance - as distinguished from the other
three functional imperatives - and the distinction between problems of equilibrium
analysis, on the one hand, and the analysis of structural change on the other. The
distinction between these two types of problems comes to focus at this point in the
paradigm.
The Function of Goal-attainment. For purposes of exposition it seems best to
abandon the order of control set forth above and to concentrate next upon the function of goal-attainment and its relation to adaptation. In contrast to the constancy
of institutionalized cultural patterns, we have emphasized the variability of a
system's relation to its situation. The functions of goal-attainment and adaptation
concern the structures, mechanisms, and processes involved in this relation.
We have compared pattern-maintenance with inertia as used in the theory of
mechanics. Goal-attainment then becomes a "problem" in so far as there arises some
discrepancy between the inertial tendencies of the system and its "needs" resulting
from interchange with the situation. Such needs necessarily arise because the internal system and the environing ones cannot be expected to follow immediately the
changing patterns of process. 1 A goal is therefore defined in terms of equilibrium.
It is a directional change that tends to reduce the discrepancy between the needs of
the system, with respect to input-output interchange, and the conditions in the environing systems that bear upon the "fulfillment" of such needs. Goal-attainment or
goal-orientation is thus, by contrast with pattern-maintenance, essentially tied to a
specific situation.
A social system with only one goal, defined in relation to a generically crucial
situational problem, is conceivable. Most often, however, the situation is complex,
with many goals and problems. In such a case two further considerations must be
taken into account. First, to protect the integrity of the system, the several goals
must be arranged in some scale of relative urgency, a scale sufficiently flexible to
allow for variations in the situation. For any complex system, therefore, it is necessary to speak of a system of goals rather than of a single unitary goal, a system,
however, which must have some balance between integration as a system and flexible adjustment to changing pressures.
For the social system as such, the focus of its goal-orientation lies in its relation
as a system to the personalities of the participating individuals. It concerns, therefore, not commitment to the values of the society, but motivation to contribute what
is necessary for the functioning of the system; these "contributions" vary according
to particular exigencies. For example, considering American society, one may
suggest that, given the main system of values, there has been in the Cold-War period
a major problem of motivating large sectors of the population to the level of national
effort required to sustain a position of world leadership in a very unstable and
rapidly changing situation. I would interpret much of the sense of frustration
expressed in isolationism and McCarthyism as manifestations of the strains resulting from this problem.2
The Function of Adaptation. The second consequence of plurality of goals,
however, concerns the difference between the functions of goal-attainment and
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adaptation. When there is only one goal, the problem of evaluating the usefulness
of facilities is narrowed down to their relevance to attaining this particular goal.
With a plurality of goals, however, the problem of "cost" arises. That is, the same
scarce facilities will have alternative uses within the system of goals, and hence their
use for one purpose means sacrificing the gains that would have been derived from
their use for another. It is on this basis that an analytical distinction must be made
between the function of effective goal-attainment and that of providing disposable
facilities independent of their relevance to any particular goal. The adaptive function is defined as the provision of such facilities.
Just as there is a pluralism of lower-order, more concrete goals, there is also a
pluralism of relatively concrete facilities. Hence there is a parallel problem of the
organization of such facilities in a system. The primary criterion is the provision of
flexibility, so far as this is compatible with effectiveness, for the system; this means
a maximum of generalized disposability in the processes of allocation between alternative uses. Within the complex type of social system, this disposability of facilities
crystallizes about the institutionalization of money and markets. More generally, at
the macroscopic social-system level, the function of goal-attainment is the focus of
the political organization of societies, while that of adaptation is the focus of economic organization.3
The most important kinds of facilities involve control of physical objects, access
to the services of human agents, and certain cultural elements. For their mechanisms
of control to be at all highly generalized, particular units of such resources must be
"alienable," i.e., not bound to specific uses through ascription. The market system
is thus a primary focus of the society's organization for adaptation. Comparable
features operate in less differentiated societies, and in more differentiated subsystems where markets do not penetrate, such as the family.
Within a given system, goal-attainment is a more important control than adaptation. Facilities subserve the attainment of goals, not vice versa - though of course
the provision or "production" of facilities may itself be a goal, with a place within
the more general system of goals. There are, however, complications in the implications of this statement.
The Function of Integration. The last of four functional imperatives of a system
of action - in our case, a social system - is that of integration. In the control
hierarchy, this stands between the functions of pattern-maintenance and goalattainment. Our recognition of the significance of integration implies that all
systems, except for a limiting case, are differentiated and segmented into relatively
independent units, i.e., must be treated as boundary-maintaining systems within an
environment of other systems, which in this case are other subsystems of the same,
more inclusive system. The functional problem of integration concerns the mutual
adjustment of these "units" or subsystems from the point of view of their "contributions" to the effective functioning of the system as a whole. This, in turn, concerns their relation to the pattern-maintenance problem, as well as to the external
situation through processes of goal-attainment and adaptation.
In a highly differentiated society, the primary focus of the integrative function is
found in its system of legal norms and the agencies associated with its management,
notably the courts and the legal profession. Legal norms at this level, rather than
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that of a supreme constitution, govern the allocation of rights and obligations, of
facilities and rewards, between different units of the complex system; such norms
facilitate internal adjustments compatible with the stability of the value system or
its orderly change, as well as with adaptation to the shifting demands of the external situation. The institutionalization of money and power are primarily integrative
phenomena, like other mechanisms of social control in the narrower sense. These
problems will be further discussed in later sections of this essay.
For any given type of system - here, the social - the integrative function is the
focus of its most distinctive properties and processes. We contend, therefore, that
the problems focusing about the integrative functions of social systems constitute
the central core of the concerns of sociological theory ....

Categories of Social Structure

Historically, the theoretical preoccupations of sociological theory have emerged
from two main points of reference. One concerns the relations of social systems and
culture and focuses on the problem of values and norms in the social system. The
second concerns the individual as organism and personality and focuses on the individuals' participation in social interaction. Generally, neither of these reference
points may be considered more important than the other. However, since the foregoing discussion of functional imperatives has started with pattern-maintenance,
which chiefly concerns the institutionalization of normative culture, it may help to
balance the picture if we begin our detailed discussion of structure at the other end,
with the problem of the interaction of individuals.
Social interaction and roles

For sociology, the essential concept here is that of role. I should like to treat this
concept as the "bottom" term of a series of structural categories, of which the other
terms, in ascending order, are collectivity, norm, and value. (It is interesting, and I
think significant, that systematic introduction of the concept of role has been,
perhaps, the most distinctively American contribution to the structural aspects of
sociological theory.)
The essential starting point is the conception of two (or more) individuals interacting in such a way as to constitute an interdependent system. As personalities,
each individual may be considered a system with its own values, goals, ete., facing
the others as part of an "environment" that provides certain opportunities for
goal-attainment as well as certain limitations and sources of frustration. Though
interdependence can be taken into account at this level, this is not equivalent to
treating the process of interaction as a social system. True, the action of Alter is an
essential part of the conditions bearing on the attainment of Ego's goals, but
the vital sociological question concerns the nature and degree of the integration of
the system of interaction as a social system. Here the question arises of the conditions under which the interaction process can be treated as stable - in the sense, at
least, that it does not prove to be so mutually frustrating that dissolution of the
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system (i.e., for the individual, "leaving the field") seems more likely than its
continuation.
The problem of stability introduces considerations of temporal continuity, which
immediately brings us to the relevance of normative orientation. It can be shown
that, within the action frame of reference, stable interaction implies that acts acquire
"meanings" which are interpreted with reference to a common set of normative conceptions. The particularity of specific acts is transcended in terms of the generalization of the normative common culture as well as in the normative component of
the expectations that get built into the guiding mechanisms of the process. This
means that the response to Alter to an act of Ego may be interpreted as a sanction
expressing an evaluation of the past act and serving as a guide to desirable future
behavior.
The essentials of the interaction situation can be illustrated by any two-player
game, such as chess. Each player is presumed to have some motivation to participate in the game, including a "desire to win." Hence, he has a goal, and, relative
to this, some conception of effective "strategies." He may plan an opening gambit
but he cannot carry advance planning too far, because the situation is not stable: it
is contingent on the moves made both by himself and by his opponent as the game
proceeds. The basic facilities at his command consist of his knowledge of the opportunities implicit in the changing situation; his command of these opportunities
means performance of the adaptive function. Hence, at the goal-attainment and
adaptive levels, goals are defined and facilities are provided, but specific acts are not
prescribed. The facilities are generalized, and their allocation between the players
depends upon each player's capacities to take advantage of opportunities.
In turn, the meaningfulness of the goals and the stability of the generalized
pattern of facilities depend on the existence of a well defined set of rules, which
forms the center of the integration of the system. The roles, in this case, are not differentiated on a permanent basis; rather, the rules define the consequences of any
given move by one player for the situation in which the other must make his next
choice. Without such rules the interactive process could not be stable, and the system
of adaptive facilities would break down; neither player would know what was
expected of him or what the consequences of a given set of moves would be. Finally,
the differentiated and contingent rules must be grounded in a set of values which
define the nature of a "good game" of this sort, including the value of equality of
opportunity for both contestants and the meaningfulness of the goal of "winning."
A stable system of interaction, therefore, orients its participants in terms of
mutual expectations which have the dual significance of expressing normative
evaluations and stating contingent predictions of overt behavior. This mutuality of
expectations implies that the evaluative meanings of acts are shared by the interacting units in two ways: what a member does can be categorized in terms meaningful to both; also, they share criteria of behavior, so that there are common
standards of evaluation for particular acts.
We can say that even such an elementary two-member system of social interaction has most of the structural essentials of a social system. The essential property
is mutuality of orientation, defined in terms of shared patterns of normative culture.
Such normative patterns are values; the normatively regulated complex of behavior
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of one of the participants is a role; and the system composed by the interaction
of the two participants, so far as it shares a common normative culture and is
distinguishable from others by the participation of these two and not others, is a
collectivity.
One further condition, not present in our chess game example, is necessary in
order to complete the roster of structural components, namely, differentiation
between the roles of the participants. This is to say that, in most social systems,
participants do not do the same things; their performances may be conceived as
complementary contributions to the "functioning" of the interaction system. When
there are two or more structurally distinct units which perform essentially the same
function in the system (e.g., nuclear families in a community) we will speak of segmentation as distinguished from differentiation. When differentiation of roles is
present, it becomes necessary to distinguish between two components of the normative culture of the system: that of values, which are shared by the members over
and above their particular roles, and that of role-expectations, which are differentiated by role and therefore define rights and obligations applicable to one role but
not to the other. I propose to use the term values for the shared normative component, and the term (differentiated) norm for the component that is specific to a given
role or, in more complex systems, to other empirical units of the system, i.e., various
collectivities such as families, churches, business firms, governmental agencies, universities.
Where roles are differentiated, the sharing of values becomes an essential condition of integration of the system. Only on this assumption can the reactions of Alter
to Ego's performances have the character of sanctions regulation Ego action in the
interests of the system. However, it should be clear that for Alter to be in a position to evaluate Ego's acts, the acts need not be such that Alter is, by virtue of his
role, expected to perform. Thus, in marriage, one of the most important dyadic relationships in all societies, the roles of the partners are differentiated by sex. The
mutual evaluation of performance is an essential regulatory mechanism, but to be
in a position to evaluate the partner's performance is not to assume his role.
The Concepts of Role and Collectivity. A role may now be defined as the structured, i.e., normatively regulated, participation of a person in a concrete process of
social interaction with specified, concrete role-partners. The system of such interaction of a plurality of role-performers is, so far as it is normatively regulated in
terms of common values and of norms sanctioned by these common values, a collectivity. Performing a role within a collectivity defines the category of membership,
i.e., the assumption of obligations of performance in that concrete interaction
system. Obligations correlatively imply rights.
Since the normal individual participates in many collectivities, it is a commonplace, though a crucial one, that only in a limiting case does a single role constitute
the entire interactive behavior of a concrete individual. The role is rather a sector
in his behavioral system, and hence of his personality. For most purposes, therefore,
it is not the individual, or the person as such, that is a unit of social systems, but
rather his role-participation at the boundary directly affecting his personality. It is
largely when interpreted as this particular boundary-concept that the concept of
role has an important theoretical significance for sociology.
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So long as we restrict our illustrations to the dyadic interaction system it
may seem that the distinction of four analytical structural components - role,
collectivity, norm, and value - is overelaborate. At this level it is still possible to identify values and the collectivity, norms and the role. In more complex social systems,
however, there is not just one collectivity but many; and a differentiated norm does
not define expectations for just one role but for a class of roles (and also for classes
of collectivities). The social systems with which the sociologist normally deals are
complex networks of many different types of categories of roles and collectivities on
many different levels of organization. It therefore becomes essential to conceptualize values and norms independently of any particular collectivity or role ....
The structure of complex systems

Having outlined these essential structural components of a social system and their
rank in the general hierarchy of control, we can now outline their main pattern of
organization so as to constitute a relatively complex system. What is here presented
is necessarily a schematic "ideal type," one that pretends merely to define and distinguish rather broad structural categories; we cannot take into account the immense
richness of various concrete social structures.
The main guiding line of the analysis is the concept that a complex social system
consists of a network of interdependent and interpenetrating subsystems, each of
which, seen at the appropriate level of reference, is a social system in its own right,
subject to all the functional exigencies of any such system relative to its institutionalized culture and situation and possessing all the essential structural components, organized on the appropriate levels of differentiation and specification.
The Concept of a Society. The starting point must be the concept of a society,
defined as a collectivity, i.e., a system of concrete interacting human individuals,
which is the primary bearer of a distinctive institutionalized culture and which
cannot be said to be a differentiated subsystem of a higher-order collectivity oriented to most of the functional exigencies of a social system. It will be noted that
this conception is stated in terms that leave the question of the "openness" of a
society in various directions to be treated empirically. At the social-system level,
however, rather than the culturaI,4 the main criterion is relative self-sufficiency.
To approach the structural analysis of the subsystem organization of a society,
we must refer to the appropriate functional exigencies of both the societal system
itself and its various subsystems. The primary, over-all principle is that of differentiation in relation to functional exigency; this is the master concept for the analysis of social structure. By itself, however, it is not adequate; it must be supplemented
by the two principles of specification and segmentation. The first refers primarily
to the institutionalized culture components of the structure, the second to the exigencies confronting the concrete behaving units, i.e., to collectivities and roles. It
seems preferable to discuss the latter first.
We have noted that, in one (but only one) of its aspects, a society is a single collectivity with a specifiable, though naturally changing, membership of individuals.
This fact is related to three fundamental imperatives. First, there must be, to some
degree and on some level, a unitary system of institutionalized values, in this aspect
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a common culture. In so far as maintenance of a common value system requires the
kinds of functions collectivities must perform, the society will have to constitute a
single collectivity - what Durkheim called a "moral community." Second, however,
since the system is differentiated, the implementation of these values for different
units requires a relatively consistent system of norms that receive a unitary formulation and interpretation. In highly differentiated societies this system of norms takes
the form of an integrated legal system administered by courts. The need for coordinated dealing with the external situation is also relevant, as will be brought out
presently.
The Segmentation of Social Units. But if, for one set of reasons, a society must
be a single collectivity, other reasons prevent its being only that. These reasons can
be summed up in the generalized principles economists refer to as determining the
"economies of scale." Beyond certain points, that is to say, "costs" increase as the
size of the unit of organization increases, though what the points are varies greatly
according to the specific factors involved. Thus, under modern industrial conditions
the manufacture of such commodities as automobiles takes place in very large units
indeed, whereas there seem to be important reasons which inhibit entrusting the
early socialization of children primarily to units with membership much larger than
the nuclear family.
Perhaps the most fundamental determinant underlying the segmentation of social
systems is the indispensability of the human individual as an agency of performance.
But there are essential limits, not only to what a given individual can do, but to the
effectiveness with which individuals can co-operate. The problems of communication and other aspects of integration may thus multiply as a result of an increasing
scale of organization; in certain respects, therefore, subcollectivities may acquire a
distinctive organization, including a special integration or solidarity relative to the
larger systems of which they are parts.
By the concept segmentation I refer, in discussing the formation of collectivities,
to the development of subcollectivities, within a larger collectivity system, in which
some of the members of the larger system participate more intimately than in others.
In this sense, segmentation is a factor independent of the differentiation of function
between the subcollectivities. Thus a large-scale society may comprise millions of
nuclear families, all of which perform essentially similar functions in the socialization of children; here the structure is highly segmented but not highly differentiated.
The necessity of segmentation derives largely from the problems of integration
resulting from the other exigencies to which units of the system are subject. At the
same time, however, it gives rise to new problems of integration: the more units
there are, the less likely they will be just "naturally" to co-ordinate their activities
in ways compatible with the smooth functioning of the system as a whole. This
tends, in more complex systems, to give rise to special mechanisms of integration,
which will have to be discussed in due course.
The Specification of Normative Culture. As already noted, there is an important
relation between the hierarchy of control and the levels of generality of the components of normative culture. Thus, values were defined as standing at the highest
level of generality of "conceptions of the desirable," i.e., without specification of
function or situation. In comparison to values, therefore, norms are differentiated
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on the basis of specification of function of the units or subunits to which they apply.
Subcollectivities, in turn, involve further specification on the basis of situation. This
is to say that, given its function(s), a collectivity is identified in terms of specified
memberships of concrete individuals acting in concrete situations. When the collectivity is treated as a differentiated system, there must be further specifications
applicable to the roles of the participating members.
There is, therefore, a hierarchy of generality of the patterns of normative culture
institutionalized in a social system, one that corresponds to the general hierarchical
relations of its structural components. Each subunit of the society, as collectivity,
will have its own institutionalized values, which should be conceived as specifications, at the appropriate level, of the more general values of the society. To cope
with its own internal differentiation of function, then, each subunit will have a set
of differentiated norms, which should be regarded as specifications both of the subcollectivity values and of the more general norms applicable both to it and to other
types of subcollectivity. The principle of specification restricts the generality of the
pattern of culture by introducing qualifications arising from specialization of function, on the one hand, and from specificity of situation, on the other.
The last of the three principles of organization of complex systems, functional
differentiation, has already been discussed in general terms. In accord with this principle, structured units acquire specialized significance in the functioning of the
system. The general scheme of functional categories that we have presented is very
simple, being limited to four categories. In using it, however, one must do justice to
the empirical complexity of the situation by taking account of the many steps in
segmentation and specification, and hence of the compounding of the patterns of
differentiation by their repetition for subsystems at each level of segmentation.
Since our general approach has been in terms of the hierarchy of control observed
in descending order, a brief account should now be given of the "anchorage" of
social systems at the base. This anchorage is in the personalities and behavioral
organisms of the individual members and, through these, in the lower-order subsystems of the organism and in the physical environment. Concretely, all social interaction is bound to the physical task performance of individuals in a physical
environment; it is bound to spatial location in the physical sense. Following the
usage of ecologically oriented theory, I have elsewhere referred to this spatiallocation as the "community" aspect of social structure.s It can be broken down most
conveniently into four complexes: (1) residential location and the crystallization of
social structure around that focus; (2) functional task-performance through occupation, and the attendant locational problems; (3) jurisdictional application of normative order through the specification of categories of persons, and the relevance
of this to the spatial locations of their interests and activities; and (4) the physical
exigencies of communication and of the movements of persons and commodities.
More generally, the category of technology - not only what is usually called "physical production," but all task-performance involving the physical organism in relation to its physical environment - belongs in this area of borderline problems.
Technology relates to physical exigencies, but it is also based on cultural resources
in their significance as facilities for social action. Empirical knowledge of the physical world is an instance of such a cultural resource.
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The Integration of Societies as Collectivities. Let us now approach the problem
of outlining the structure of a complex society as a social system. As we have said,
three different exigencies underlie the fact that a society can always be regarded
as a single collectivity, namely, the maintenance of its patterns of institutionalized
culture at the value level, the integration of its system of differentiated norms, and
the co-ordinated handling of external situations.
The prevalence of fundamental patterns of value and the general commitment of
units to common values are so crucial that the problem of the relation of the overall collectivity to values is a universal one. At the other end, however, the problems
of jurisdiction and enforcement with reference to normative order are equally
crucial; the over-all collectivity structure cannot be divorced from political organization, oriented to maintaining commitments to this order and to the jurisdictional
functions associated with it, in relation both to its own population and to other
societies. This means that the boundaries of a society tend to coincide with the territorial jurisdiction of the highest-order units of political organization.
The primary area in which the problems of value-commitment are played out is
that of religion; for most societies, the paramount over-all collectivity has been at
the same time a religious collectivity and a political collectivity, both a "church"
and a "state." Law, we may say, has tended to stand in the middle, to be legitimized
by religion and enforced by political authority; often the function of interpreting it
has been a serious bone of contention.
However, the formula of religio-political-Iegal unity is not, by itself, adequate as
a universal generalization. In the first place, within the over-all collectivity these
functions have tended to be differentiated with respect to personnel and subcollectivities. But, in a more radical sense, in the Western world since the Christian era
there has been a process of fundamental differentiation of church and state. In interpreting the sociological implications of this, one must consider this process in terms
of the relation between social and cultural systems. Even before its Protestant phase,
Western Christianity was characterized by a special type of religious "individualism." In the present context, this means that, except on the most general level of
over-all societal membership, the individual's religious and social status did not
necessarily coincide. The church was an organization of the religious interests and
orientations of the population conceived as independent of (but not unrelated to)
their secular or temporal orientations, especially at the level of societal valuecommitment. It was a "Christian society," but one in which the function of religion
was more specialized than in other pre- and non-Christian types.
This I interpret to mean that, in societal as distinguished from cultural terms, the
"moral community" aspect shifted from religious organization as such to the area
of interpenetration between the religious and the secular. The paramount societal
collectivity became the "state," administered by laymen - or when administered, in
fact, by priests, not in their special clerical capacity. This differentiation was never
fully carried out in medieval Europe - for instance, it was impossible to divest
bishops of secular functions that went beyond the administration of ecclesiastical
affairs - but it was, nevertheless, the main pattern.
Since the Reformation, this process has gone farther, particularly where the principle of the separation, as distinguished from the differentiation, of church and state
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has prevailed. As in the United States today, the values are still clearly anchored in
theistic religion ("In God We Trust"), but on the level of collectivity organization
the "moral community" is clearly the "politically organized community." What
has happened, essentially, is that any agency whose orientation is primarily cultural rather than societal has been deprived of legitimate authority to prescribe
values and enforce norms for the society; in this sense the society has become
"secularized." The religious anchorage of the values is still there, but religion is pluralistically and "privately" organized. Formally, the values are embodied in the
Constitution and in the official interpretations of it, above all by judicial and
legislative agencies.
The universal association of the over-all collectivity structure with political orgac
nization is based on another set of imperatives, involving the special significance of
physical force as a sanction. The central point here is that, while there are many
limitations on the efficacy of this sanction, control of sufficiently superior socially
organized force is almost always a completely effective preventive of any undesired
action. Therefore, without the control that includes "neutralization" of organized
force, which is inherently territorial in its reference, the guarantee of the binding
power of a normative order is not possible.
I conceive of political organization as functionally organized about the attainment of collective goals, i.e., the attainment or maintenance of states of interaction
between the system and its environing situation that are relatively desirable from
the point of view of the system. The maintenance of security against the adverse use
of force is a crucial collective goal for every society. Considerations such as these
underlie the general tendency of the over-all collectivity to develop an effective
monopoly of the internal organization of force through police and military agencies. Such statements are not meant to imply that the control of force is the paramount function of political organization. Force is not the only function that is
primarily negative, i.e., "protective" in significance, and, in general, government is
a central agency of positive societal goal-attainment. But force is so strategically
significant that its control is an indispensable function, a necessary, but not sufficient, condition of social order. Accordingly, in a well-integrated society, most
subcollectivities except those specifically concerned with force are almost totally
deprived of it.
Because of the problems involved in the use and control of force, the political
organization must always be integrated with the legal system, which is concerned
with administering the highest order of norms regulating the behavior of units
within the society. No society can afford to permit any other normative order to
take precedence over that sanctioned by "politically organized society." Indeed, the
promulgation of any such alternative order is a revolutionary act, and the agencies
responsible for it must assume the responsibility of political organization.
In this context it is of great significance that in a few societies, notably in the
modern West, the organization of the legal system has attained a significant degree
of independence in the judicial and, to some extent, in the legislative departments.
There are two main aspects of this independent collectivity structure: the judiciary,
with certain types of insulation from the pressures of "politics"; second, very
notable, the development of a legal profession whose members occupy an intersti-
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tial status, partly through membership in the bar, functioning as "officers of the
court," and partly by dealing privately with clients - indeed, protected from even
governmental intervention by such institutions as privileged communication.
Summing up, we may say that the highest over-all collectivity in even a modern
society is, to an important degree, necessarily "multifunctional," or functionally
"diffuse." At the same time, under certain circumstances the diffuseness characteristic of the more "monolithic" religio-political structures - even of such high development as classical China or late Republican Rome - has tended to differentiate
further. The most notable of these differentiations have been the "secularization"
of political organization, which has gone through many stages and modes, and the
institutionalization of a relatively independent legal function. 6
The problem of the kind and degree of differentiation likely to occur at this
highest level of societal collectivity organization may be described as a function of
four primary sets of factors, all variable over considerable ranges. These are: (1) the
type of societal values which are more or less fully institutionalized in the society
(classified in terms of modes of categorizations of the society, at the highest level of
generality, as an evaluated object - the appropriate categories seem to be pattern
variables); (2) the degree and mode of their institutionalization, including its "security" relative particularly to the religious and cultural foundations of valuecommitments in the society (long-range institutionalization of new values implies a
relatively low level of such security); (3) the kind and level of structural differentiation of the society, with special reference to the severity and kinds of integrative
problems they impose on the society; and (4) the kinds of situational exigencies to
which the system is exposed ....

The Problem of Structural Change

According to the program laid out above, the last major problem area is the analysis of processes of structural change in social systems. The process of structural
change may be considered the obverse of equilibrating process; the distinction is
made in terms of boundary-maintenance. Boundary implies both that there is a
difference of state between phenomena internal and external to the system; and
that the type of process tending to maintain that difference of state is different from
the type tending to break it down. In applying this concept to social systems, one
must remember that their essential boundaries are those vis-a-vis personalities,
organisms, and cultural systems, and not those directly vis-a-vis the physical
environment.
A boundary is thus conceived as a kind of watershed. The control resources of
the system are adequate for its maintenance up to a well-defined set of points in
one direction: beyond that set of points, there is a tendency for a cumulative process
of change to begin, producing states progressively farther from the institutionalized
patterns. The metaphor of the watershed, however, fails to demonstrate the complexity of the series of control levels and, hence, of the boundaries of subsystems
within larger systems. The mechanisms discussed earlier are involved in the dynamic
aspects of such a hierarchical series of subboundaries; if a subboundary is broken,
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resources within the larger system counteract the implicit tendency to structural
change. This is most dramatically shown in the capacity of social control mechanisms, in a narrow sense, to reverse cumulative processes of deviance. The conception of the nature of the difference between processes of equilibration and processes
of structural change seems inherent in the conception of a social system as a cybernetic system of control over behavior.
As observed, structural change in subsystems is an inevitable part of equilibrating process in larger systems. The individual's life-span is so short that concrete roleunits in any social system of societal scope must, through socialization, continually
undergo structural change. Closely bound to this is a low-order collectivity like the
nuclear family. Though the institutional norms defining "the family" in a society or
a social sector may remain stable over long periods, the family is never a collectivity; and real families are continually being established by marriages, passing through
the "family cycle," and, eventually, disappearing, with the parents' death and
the children's dispersion. Similar considerations apply to other types of societal
subsystems.
Within this frame of reference, the problem of structural change can be considered under three headings, as follows: (1) the sources of tendencies toward change;
(2) the impact of these tendencies on the affected structural components, and the
possible consequences; and (3) possible generalizations about trends and patterns
of change.
The sources of structural change

The potential sources of structural change are exogenous and endogenous - usually
in combination. The foregoing discussion has stressed the instability of the relations
between any system of action and its situation, because this is important for defining the concepts of goal and the political function. We were emphasizing relation,
and a relation's internal sources of instability may derive from external tendencies
to change.
Exogenous Sources of Change. The exogenous sources of social structural change
consist in endogenous tendencies to change in the organisms, personalities, and cultural systems articulated with the social systems in question. Among such sources
are those operating through genetic changes in the constituent human organisms
and changes in the distribution of genetic components within populations, which
have an impact on behavior as it affects social role-performance, including the social
system's capacities for socialization. Changes in the physical environment are mediated most directly either through the organism - e.g., through perception - or
through appropriate aspects of the cultural system - e.g., technological knowledge.
One particularly important source of exogenous change is a change originating
in other social systems. For the politically organized society, the most important are
other politically organized societies. To consider change in this context, it is essential to treat the society of reference as a unit in a more inclusive social system. Even
when the system's level of integration is relatively low and chronic conflicts between
its subunits continually threaten to break into war, some element of more or less
institutionalized order always governs their interrelations - otherwise, a concept like
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"diplomacy" would be meaningless. Of course, exogenous cultural borrowing and
diffusion are mediated through interrelations among societies.
Endogenous Sources: "Strains." The most general, commonly used term for an
endogenous tendency to change is "strain." Strain here refers to a condition in the
relation between two or more structured units (i.e., subsystems of the system) that
constitutes a tendency or pressure toward changing that relation to one incompatible with the equilibrium of the relevant part of the system. If the strain becomes
great enough, the mechanisms of control will not be able to maintain that conformity to relevant normative expectations necessary to avoid the breakdown of the
structure. A strain is a tendency to disequilibrium in the input-output balance
between two or more units of the system.
Strains can be relieved in various ways. For the system's stability, the ideal way
is resolution - i.e., restoring full conformity with normative expectations, as in complete recovery from motivated illness. A second relieving mechanism is arrestation
or isolation - full conformity is not restored, but some accommodation is made by
which less than normal performance by the deficient units is accepted, and other
units carry the resulting burden. However, it may be extremely difficult to detect a
unit's failure to attain full potentiality, as in the case of handicap contrasted with
illness. Completely eliminating the unit from social function is the limiting case here.
Strain may also be relieved by change in the structure itself. Since we have emphasized strain in the relations of units (instability internal to the unit itself would be
analyzed at the next lower level of system reference), structural change must be
defined as alteration in the normative culture defining the expectations governing
that relation - thus, at the systemic level, comprising all units standing in strained
relations. The total empirical process may also involve change in the structure of
typical units; but the essential reference is to relational pattern. For example, chronic
instability in a typical kind of market might lead to a change in the norms governing that market; but if bargaining units change their tactics in the direction of conforming with the old norms, this would not constitute structural change of this
system. In line with the general concepts of inertia and of the hierarchy of controls,
we may say that endogenous change occurs only when the lower-order mechanisms
of control fail to contain the factors of strain.
Factors in Change. In introducing our discussion of the factors in structural
change, we must establish the essential point that the conception of a system of
interdependent variables, on the one hand, and of units or parts, on the other, by
its nature implies that there is no necessary order of teleological significance in the
sources of change. This applies particularly to such old controversies as economic
or interest explanations versus explanations in terms of ideas or values. This
problem is logically parallel to the problem of the relations between heredity and
environment. Of a set of "factors," any or all may be sources of change, whose
nature will depend on the ways an initial impetus is propagated through the system
by the types of dynamic process analyzed above.
To avoid implying a formless eclecticism we must add two other points. First,
careful theoretical identifications must be made of the nature of the factors to
which an impetus to structural change is imputed. Many factors prominent in the
history of social thought are, according to the theory of social systems, exogenous
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- including factors of geographical environment and biological heredity, and outstanding personalities, as "great men," who are never conceived of simply as products of their societies. This category of exogenous factors also includes cultural
explanations, as those in terms of religious ideas. Furthermore, these different exogenous sources are not alike in the nature of their impact on the social system.
Among these exogenous sources of change is the size of the population
of
any social system. Perhaps the most important relevant discussion of this was
Durkheim's, in the Division of Labor, where he speaks of the relations between
"material"
and "dynamic"
density. Populations
are partially resultants of the
processes of social systems, but their size is in turn a determinant.
The second, related point concerns the implications of the hierarchy of control
in social systems. It may be difficult to define magnitude of impact; however, given
approximate equality of magnitude, the probability of producing structural change
is greater in proportion to the position in the order of control at which the impact
of its principal disturbing influence occurs. This principle is based on the assumption that stable systems have mechanisms which can absorb considerable internal
strains, and thus endogenous or exogenous variabilities impinging at lower levels
in the hierarchy of control may be neutralized before extending structural changes
to higher levels. It follows that the crucial focus of the problem of change lies in
the stability of the value system.
The analytical problems in this area are by no means simple. Difficulties arise
because of the complex ways in which societies are composed of interpenetrating
subsystems, and because of the ways in which the exogenous factors impinge
somehow on every role, collectivity norm, and subvalue. Thus the collectivity
component of social structure has been placed, in general analytical terms, only
third in the general control hierarchy. Yet every society must be organized as a whole
on the collectivity level, integrating
goal-attainment,
integrative,
and patternmaintenance functions. Hence an important change in the leadership composition
of the over-all societal collectivity may have a far greater impact on the norms and
values of the society generally than would a value change in lower-order subsystems. Hence a naIve use of the formula, the higher in the control hierarchy the
greater the impact, is not recommended.
NOTES

1 When we speak of the pattern of the system tending to remain constant, we mean this in
an analytical sense. The outputs to environing systems need not remain constant in the
same sense, and their variations may disturb the relationship to the environing system.
Thus scientific investigation may be stably institutionalized in a structural sense but result
in a continuing output of new knowledge, which is a dynamic factor in the system's interchanges with its situation.
2 Cf. the paper, Parsons, "McCarthyism and American Social Tension," Yale Review,
Winter, 1955. Reprinted as Chap. 7, Structure and Process in Modern Societies.
3 It should be noted that the above formulation of the function of adaptation carefully
avoids any implication that "passive" adjustment is the keynote of adaptation. Adaptation is relative to the values and goals of the system. "Good adaptation" may consist
either in passive acceptance of conditions with a minimization of risk or in active mastery
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of conditions. The inclusion of active mastery in the concept of adaptation is one of the
most important tendencies of recent developments in biological theory. An important relation between the two functional categories of goal-attainment and adaptation and the old
categories of ends and means should be noted. The basic discrimination of ends and means
may be said to be the special case, for the personality system, of the more general discrimination of the functions of goal-attainment and adaptation. In attempting to squeeze
analysis of social behavior into this framework, utilitarian theory was guilty both of
narrowing it to the personality case (above all, denying the independent analytical
significance of social systems) and of overlooking the independent significance of the functions of pattern-maintenance and of integration of social systems themselves.
4 By this criterion a system such as the Catholic Church is not a society. It clearly transcends and interpenetrates with a number of different societies in which its values are
more or less fully institutionalized and its subunits are constituent collectivities. But the
Church, primarily a culturally oriented social system, is not itself capable of meeting very
many of the functional exigencies of a society, especially the political and economic needs.
Similarly, even a "world government," should anything approaching that conception
come into being, need not itself constitute a "world-society," though its effectiveness
would imply a level of normative integration which would make the degree of separateness we have traditionally attributed to "national societies" problematical.
5 Cf. Parsons, "The Principal Structures of Community" in C. J. Friedrich (ed.), Community, Nomos, vol. II, Liberal Arts Press, 1959, and in Parsons, Structure and Process in
Modern Societies, Free Press, 1959, Chap, 8.
6 It may be noted that allowing the institutionalized values to be determined through agencies not fully controlled by the paramount political collectivity involves a certain risk to
it. The relatively full institutionalization of anything like the separation of church and
state is therefore probably an index of the completeness of institutionalization of values.
Modern totalitarian regimes are partly understandable in terms of the insecurity of
this institutionalization. Therefore totalitarian parties are functionally equivalent to
"churches," though they may put their value focus at a nontranscendentallevel, which
is, e.g., allegedly "economic," which attempts to establish the kind of relation to government typical of a less differentiated state of the paramount collectivity than has existed
in the modern West.

